LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
oi a child and took the dust of everybody's feet. If
incessant prayer be the alpha and omega of the life of a
Brahmo, Yoga-Sadhana is the proper thing for him. The
Brahmo brethren were scenting idolatry in every nook and
corner, but Yoga Sadhana involved not the least idolatry.
It required a certain amount of private Sadhana^ and the
Brahmo mode of prayer had never been an altogether
congregational worship.
The body and the mind are indissolubly blended
together like matter and its quality, and therefore, physical
purity presupposes mental purity and vice versa.   It was
for this that Vijaykrishna strictly enjoined upon his
disciples not to eat refuse from the plates of others. As
Vijaykrishna was in love with the Beautiful, he kept in
his house the pictures of Sree Krishna and Sree Radha
and every now and then fell before them lost in artistic
emotion. Every morning and evening his house resounded
with the sound of the typically Vaishnavic musical instru-
ments, and he uttered the names of Maha Saraswaty,
Kali, Durga, and Shiva. This made him an infinite
romantic mystery to all around. In explanation, he said
that, though the mere idol of Kali the Mother would not
be respected by him, he could not refrain from prostrating
himself before Her, if the idol revealed Herself unto him
as the undifferentiated Absolute. If, in the words of
Tolstoy, the Idea shone through matter, he caught sight
of the beautiful face of God in the pictures of Sree Radha
and Sree Krishna, though not as yet- like the Vaishi lavas,
enjoying the Concrete Transcendental in Beauty (a
criterion of which is concreteness) through the scnsc-s in
the super-sensuous order. Moreover, the pictures of
Sree Radha inspired him with the living fire of Bhakti,
and this Bhakti worked in him unseen and yet with a
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